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We at Universal Trade ensure that the best possible quality toys
shall be sourced to you. We have always been able to maintain a
diversify portfolio of the quality toy products.

About Us
We at Universal Trade ensure that the best possible quality toys shall be sourced to you. We have
always been able to maintain a diversify portfolio of the quality toy products, as well as maintaining a
presence as the market leader of the toy section. Our distribution strength is throughout the country,
and you always provide the value to our customers and also recognition and success does not elude
us. We have always believed in providing responsible leadership, and our patrons and the loyalty of
our suppliers are what drives us. The principles and values that we at Universal Trade extol from our
services always dignify the individual, the honesty, the knowledge and teamwork, along with the
integrity that is coupled with competitive spirit. We always embrace the empowerment, and also
provide leadership and focus on the ethical standards of creating toys. We have always been able to
make use of advanced technology and a continuous research and development in order to provide
individual as well as competitive success towards the creation of toys. We focus in the growth of our
patrons, as well as ensure that the loyalty of our suppliers is always with us. We are also into selling
in retail, as well as in e-commerce, and our base in Mumbai is the prime point of creativity. Since our
inception in the year of 2014, we have been able to steadily gain rankings in the toy sector in India.
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/universal-tradeconnect/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

Suzuki Hayabusa Bike Toy

Jaguar XK Coupe Car Toy

BMW Bike Toy

Toyota Innova Car Toy

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Retailer

CONTACT US
Universal Trade Connect
Contact Person: Manager
310, Retiwala Industrial Estate, Harish Arjun Palav Marg
Mumbai - 400027, Maharashtra, India
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